Introduction
============

Why some bacterial genomes have multiple chromosomes remains a mystery ([@evs099-B18]; [@evs099-B9]). Although additional chromosomes minimally offer an additional replication origin, which could speed replication or facilitate a larger genome, a broader question remains: to what extent does selection act on bacterial genome organization? We previously presented a hypothesis that secondary chromosomes may act as evolutionary test beds ([@evs099-B3]). This concept is supported by higher substitution rates, greater dispensability, and lower codon usage bias for genes on secondary chromosomes. Accordingly, genes on secondary chromosomes may reflect specific or conditional benefits in certain environments, leaving more critical housekeeping genes on the primary chromosome.

The mechanism driving this variation in evolutionary rates is likely replication timing affecting gene dosage during the cell cycle. To maintain synchronous replication among chromosomes of varying size, current evidence suggests that replication initiation is delayed for secondary, smaller chromosomes ([@evs099-B24]). Thus, in addition to the gradient in gene dosage from the single replication origin to the terminus found on any single bacterial chromosome ([@evs099-B27]), genes on the secondary chromosome will experience reduced copy number than those on the primary chromosome, on average. This gradient becomes exaggerated during periods of rapid growth, which necessitate overlapping replication cycles ([@evs099-B8]; [@evs099-B3]). The result is increased expression for genes replicated earlier---both on the primary chromosome and near the origins of both chromosomes---and reduced expression for genes replicated later ([@evs099-B27]; [@evs099-B21]; [@evs099-B4]; [@evs099-B8]).

This gradient in gene dosage and hence expression in bacteria with multiple chromosomes provides a mechanism by which selection could act to influence genome organization. It is well known that highly expressed genes tend to evolve more slowly for multiple reasons, including the cost imposed by translation error ([@evs099-B7]). Less appreciated is that selection for efficient translation may affect synonymous substitution rates (d*S*) as well as nonsynonymous substitutions (d*N*), primarily by the need for optimal codon usage. Selection for translational accuracy is thought to be driven by the loss of ribosomal capacity for production of other proteins and the energy required to dispense with, or mitigate the disruption caused by, the misfolded molecule ([@evs099-B25]; [@evs099-B7]). Importantly, this mechanism also explains the pervasive autocorrelation between d*N* and d*S* across many organisms and gene categories ([@evs099-B26]; [@evs099-B6]; [@evs099-B7]). Thus, we predicted that late replicated chromosome regions will tend to evolve more rapidly because of relatively reduced expression and hence weaker purifying selection for translational efficiency.

One genus of relatively fast-growing bacteria with multiple chromosomes is *Burkholderia*, and it is well represented among completely sequenced genomes because of the medical, physiological, and agricultural significance of these organisms ([@evs099-B19]). *Burkholderia* genomes are notable for their plasticity and uneven composition: the primary chromosome harbors conserved genes linked to metabolism and cell growth, whereas the secondary chromosomes carry more niche-specific genes ([@evs099-B12]; [@evs099-B2]). Translocations in such multichromosome genomes have been observed, however ([@evs099-B28]), providing evidence of the mechanism by which selection could shape genome organization. One such reorganization has been reported among *Burkholderia cenocepacia* strains ([@evs099-B10]), in which the third chromosome of strain AU1054 acquired many essential genes from the primary chromosome. Lastly, our previous study of bacterial genomes with multiple chromosomes included several *Burkholderia* genomes, which exhibited increased evolutionary rates consistent with reduced expression on secondary chromosomes ([@evs099-B3]).

Here, we test this model of bacterial genome organization by studying gene-level effects of a balanced translocation between the largest and smallest chromosomes within a *Burkholderia* genome. If chromosome position governs expression (and ultimately, the evolutionary fate), then genes should adopt the prevailing expression patterns of their new neighbors, even despite local cis-acting regulatory elements. We obtained expression data ([@evs099-B31]) for two focal *Burkholderia* genomes and calculated substitution rates of orthologs among the related clade of species. As expected, expression and substitution rates were inversely correlated, and more rapidly evolving, less expressed genes were enriched on secondary chromosomes. Expression of translocated genes also changed as expected, with significant increases or decreases depending on the new chromosome neighborhood. This study of multichromosome bacteria allowed us to quantify how selection may act on genome organization in the recent aftermath of a genomic rearrangement and provides a glimpse into the evolutionary test bed in action.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Genomes
-------

The genomes of two closely related and well-characterized strains of *B. cenocepacia* (AU1054 and HI2424) were sequenced by the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, <http://jgi.doe.gov>, last accessed November 30, 2012) and found to possess similar content ([@evs099-B3]) with a high degree of synteny ([@evs099-B16]). Strain AU1054 was isolated from the blood of a patient with cystic fibrosis, whereas strain HI2424 was isolated from an onion field ([@evs099-B17]). However, 517 genes on chromosome 1 and 371 genes on chromosome 3 underwent a balanced translocation. Two other *Burkholderia* genomes were included, *B. multivorans* ATCC17616 and *B. ambifaria* AMMD, to produce a representative set of the *B. cepacia* complex with sufficient phylogenetic distance but excluding the *B. mallei* and *B. pseudomallei* clades ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online).

The nucleotide and protein gene sequence FASTA files and annotations for the four *Burkholderia* genomes of interest were obtained from the Integrated Microbial Genome database at the JGI ([@evs099-B20]), and a MySQL database was populated with this genomic data.

Ortholog Identification
-----------------------

Beginning with a list of genes in the reference HI2424 genome, a reciprocal BLAST ([@evs099-B1]) procedure was used to identify orthologs shared by three *Burkholderia* genomes (*B. cenocepacia* HI2424, *B. ambifaria* AMMD, and *B. multivorans* ATCC17616). Orthologs across three genomes from the genus *Bordetella* (*Bor. bronchiseptica* \[RB50\], *Bor. petrii* DSM 12804 \[*petrii*\], and *Bor. avium* 197N \[197N\]) were also identified to assess whether expression and substitution rate gradients were also present in a related taxon with only a single chromosome. This procedure used Perl scripts, Perl DBI, and Bioperl ([@evs099-B29]), where sequences were retrieved from the MySQL database and compared using the BLAST executables (version 2.2.23) with protein databases created using the formatdb tool.

To be designated as likely orthologs, all members of gene families needed to be reciprocal best hits in all target genomes and occur in the same chromosome. In addition, orthologs were required to share similar chromosome positions (within ±15% of the position, normalized for genome length, and synchronized relative to the origin of replication) among all genomes to properly assess effects of chromosome location; this filter also reinforces the inference of orthology. However, the screen for conservation of gene position did not discriminate among positive or negative DNA strands or leading or lagging strands relative to the origin; only the distance from the origin was considered. This method of ortholog identification is similar yet simpler than previous methods ([@evs099-B15]; [@evs099-B3]) because the bacterial genomes are less divergent and are generally syntenic. Larger divergence would likely cause more true orthologs to be discarded by the requirement for synteny because gene order would likely erode with phylogenetic distance.

Substitution Rate Calculation
-----------------------------

The amino acid sequences for each ortholog triad were aligned using ClustalW 2.1 ([@evs099-B14]) via Bioperl modules. The two ClustalW alignments, along with the nucleotide sequences mapped to the protein alignments, were passed to the PAML module codeml ([@evs099-B30]) to calculate the nucleotide substitution rates. The default settings for a pairwise calculation in codeml were used. Any calculated synonymous (d*S*) or nonsynonymous (d*N*) rate of nucleotide substitution for a pair of genes exceeding 2.0 was discarded because of the unreliable nature of these values due to saturation. The evolutionary distances of the chosen *Burkholderia* species caused many inferred values of d*S* to exceed 2.0; on the other hand, most orthologs exhibited d*N* \> 0. We focus our analysis on the *B. cenocepacia* HI2424 and *B. ambifaria* AMMD ortholog pairs, but nearly identical results were found using ortholog pairs from HI2424 and *B. multivorans* ATCC171616 ([supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Substitution rates for *Bordetella* orthologs were calculated using the same method.

Gene Expression Data
--------------------

A prior study of expression in *B. cenocepacia* using RNA-seq evaluated the transcriptional response under two conditions ([@evs099-B31]). The specific strains studied were HI2424 and AU1054, which were grown in both synthetic CF sputum medium and soil medium (SE); the normalized results for SE conditions for both strains were obtained as it likely represents a more natural growth condition. Genes in the HI2424 genome were linked to the AU1054 genes used as a reference in this study using MUMmer 3.0 ([@evs099-B13]), which provided data that were read into R ([@evs099-B23]) to link and cross-reference expression values between genomes.

Expression data from microarrays were obtained for *Bor. bronchiseptica* (RB50) as part of a study of growth-phase-dependent gene regulation ([@evs099-B22]). The bacteria were cultured on Bordet--Gengou agar, and the RNA of interest in our study was isolated during mid-logarithmic phase (15 h). The cDNA was fluorescently labeled and hybridization to a RB50-specific long-oligonucleotide microarray with reporters linked to RB50 gene loci. After background subtraction, the mean values for six replicates were calculated. Subsequent filtering for loci with expression values greater than zero facilitated use of the cube-root transformation.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

All regression analyses and comparison of substitution rate distributions, and related plots, were produced using R ([@evs099-B23]). When the distribution of the data was skewed or deviated from Gaussian, data were cube root transformed to enable parametric statistical analyses.

Results
=======

Orthologs Are Less Common on Secondary Chromosomes
--------------------------------------------------

Orthologs shared by three *Burkholderia* genomes (*B. cenocepacia* HI2424, *B. ambifaria* AMMD, and *B. multivorans* ATCC17616) typically shared similar chromosome positions, but 91 genes, including 17% of genes on chromosome 3, were discarded from future study for a lack of synteny ([table 1](#evs099-T1){ref-type="table"}). As expected, shared orthologs were less common on secondary chromosomes ([table 1](#evs099-T1){ref-type="table"}) but were not statistically enriched or deficient in any location within each chromosome ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Table 1Orthologs Shared by Three *Burkholderia* Genomes (*Burkholderia cenocepacia* HI2424, *B. ambifaria* AMMD, and *B. multivorans* ATCC17616) and Filtered for Substitution Rates (d*N* or d*S* \> 2.0) and Synteny (\>15% Difference in Position Relative to the Origin)ChromosomeNumber of Shared OrthologsTotal Genes in HI2424Orthologs/Total GenesOrthologs Excluded by Filters in Pairwise Genome ComparisonsHI2424-AMMD Substitution Rate/SyntenyHI2424-ATCC17616 Substitution Rate/SyntenyChr 12,6043,2530.8012/428/5Chr 21,4112,7090.526/1021/35Chr 32219290.242/124/25

Expression Levels Are Lower and Substitution Rates Are Higher Near Replication Termini
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Within each of the three *Burkholderia* chromosomes, expression rates decrease and substitution rates (d*N*, d*S* and d*N*/d*S*) increase with distance from the origin of replication ([supplementary figs. S3--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). These trends continue and are even exaggerated among chromosomes; for example, mean expression near the terminus of chromosome 1 exceeds mean expression near the origin of chromosome 2, and expression on chromosome 3 tends to be lower still ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Highly significant and pronounced increases in d*N* and d*N*/d*S* were observed from origin to terminus on chromosome 3. Similar, corresponding increases in evolutionary rates (d*N*, d*S*, and d*N*/d*S*) occur across the chromosomes ([supplementary figs. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), and [S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Although none of these trends explain a large fraction of the variation among genes in expression or evolutionary rates (with *r*^2^ values from \<0.01 to 0.14, [supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online), they clearly differentiate among chromosomes and even chromosome regions. To evaluate whether the gradients in expression and evolutionary rate predated the evolution of a genome with multiple chromosomes, we evaluated the relationships between replication timing, expression, and evolutionary rates in *Bordetella*, a close outgroup with a single chromosome. Indeed, in *Bor. bronchiseptica,* expression declined and d*N* increased with distance from the replication origin ([supplementary figs. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) and [S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online).

These relationships could be influenced by nonindependent measures of expression of genes found in operons, so we examined whether substitution rate patterns persisted among chromosomes for three subsets of our database. These subsets sampled every fourth gene sorted by chromosome location based on the mean operon size of four genes in bacterial genomes ([@evs099-B32]) and were then divided by chromosomes. This strategy should be considered conservative given that only 58% of genes in these genomes are expected to be in operons of two or more ([@evs099-B5]). All substitution rates (d*N*, d*S*, and d*N*/d*S*) increased from chromosomes 1 to 3 ([supplementary fig. S9](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) and [table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online), and all but one pairwise comparison between chromosomes were statistically significant.

Chromosomes Define Distinct Clusters of Expression and Evolutionary Rates
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The inverse relationship between expression and d*N* has been well defined and is evident in these genomes, independently of chromosome position ([fig. 1](#evs099-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). However, overlaying chromosome position upon this regression highlights genes with high expression and low d*N* overwhelmingly on chromosome 1, and conversely, more genes with low expression and high d*N* on chromosomes 2 and 3. The same patterns are seen for both d*S* ([fig. 1](#evs099-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*) and d*N*/d*S* ([supplementary fig. S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online), and in each case, weakly predictive genome-wide relationships between evolutionary rates and expression become more obvious when grouped by chromosomes. Mean expression for chromosome 1 is 7.8% greater than chromosome 2 and 11.7% greater than chromosome 3, accompanied by 15.2% and 30.6% differences in d*N*, respectively. These relationships more clearly define the hierarchy of expression rates within these *Burkholderia* genomes and emphasize the importance of chromosome location. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Relationships between substitution rates (*A*: d*N* and *B*: d*S*) of *Burkholderia* orthologs and gene expression measured in strain HI2424. Both values were cube root transformed. The overall regressions are significant (d*N* vs. expression: *F* = 384, dfs = 1, 4,079, *P* \< 10^−16^, *r*^2^= 0.086; d*S* vs. expression *F* = 553, dfs = 1, 4,079, *P* \< 10^−16^, *r*^2^= 0.120), and all pairwise comparisons among chromosomes (boxplots) differ significantly (expression: chromosome 1 (c1) to chromosome 2 (c2), *t* = −14.2, df = 2,885, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; c2 to c3, *t* = −6.44, df = 261, *P* = 5.75 × 10^−10^; d*N*: c1 to c2, *t* = 11.12, df = 3,556, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; c2 to c3, *t* = 3.51, df = 301, *P* = 0.000516; d*S*: c1 to c2, *t* = −13.72, df = 3,235, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; c2 to c3, *t* = −6.56, df = 276, *P* = 2.711 × 10^−10^).

Translocated Genes Exhibit Altered Expression Consistent with the New Chromosome Location
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The balanced translocation found in the genome of *B. cenocepacia* AU1054 relative to related strains involved a portion of chromosome 1 near the replication terminus and approximately half of chromosome 3 ([fig. 2](#evs099-F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). These genomic regions on average differ significantly in their profiles of substitution rates and expression ([fig. 1](#evs099-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Despite highly correlated expression in syntenic regions of both genomes ([supplementary figs. S11--S15](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online), genes that moved from chromosome 1 to chromosome 3 exhibited significantly decreased expression relative to genes remaining on chromosome 1 ([fig. 2](#evs099-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In addition, genes that moved from chromosome 3 to chromosome 1 exhibited increased expression relative to genes remaining on chromosome 3 ([fig. 2](#evs099-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Such changes in expression are unlikely the cause of altered strand bias (the fraction on the positive or negative DNA strand), which did not change during the translocation, or differential operon structure of genes within the blocks, which are nearly equivalent ([@evs099-B5]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Altered expression of translocated genes in *Burkholderia cenocepacia* matching their new chromosome neighbors. (*A*) Schematic of the translocation found in strain AU1054 in comparison to its nearest relative HI2424, which represents the consensus genome order of the species complex; dark red and dark blue represent the translocated genomic blocks. (*B*) Boxplots of expression ratios (AU1054/HI2424) of shared orthologs. The translocation from chromosome 1 (517 genes) was compared with nearby orthologs---the chromosome half nearer the terminus (1,056 genes)---because their expression in HI2424 better represents the translocated fraction. The resident (523 genes) and translocated (371 genes) regions of chromosome 3 in AU1054 exhibit equivalent expression in HI2424. Two sample *t*-tests were used; for chromosome 1, *t* = −2.338, df = 1,571, *P* = 0.0195, for chromosome 3, *t* = 2.974, df = 892, *P* = 0.0030.

Discussion
==========

The reciprocal translocation of 888 genes within *B. cenocepacia* strain AU1054 led to significantly altered expression to match their new chromosome neighbors, which demonstrates the potential for selection to act on bacterial genome organization. Whether this translocation was actually favored by selection is unknown; however, reduced expression of genes caused by the movement from primary to secondary chromosomes ([fig. 1](#evs099-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online) is expected to increase their evolutionary rates ([@evs099-B7]). Such reduced expression could be advantageous in a novel environment and be favored by selection, but with the longer-term consequence of reduced purifying selection and greater substitution rates. Similarly, increased expression caused by movement from secondary to primary chromosomes could also enhance phenotypes favored by selection, increase selection for robust translation, and more gradually decrease substitution rates.

As expected, the changes in expression of the translocated genes are relatively subtle: genes moving from chromosome 1 to chromosome 3 declined 2.1% and genes moving from chromosome 3 to 1 increased 3.7%. The changes that would be expected from this translocation can be estimated from expression patterns of its nearest relative, strain HI2424 ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Mean transformed expression is approximately 8% greater near the terminus of chromosome 1 than at the middle of chromosome 3. The observed changes being less than this expectation could be explained by several factors including the inherent, *cis*-acting regulation of these genes. Given these relatively subtle shifts, it is not surprising that translocated genes are not visible outliers in comparisons of HI2424 and AU1054 expression ([supplementary figs. S11--S15](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online).

The strong clustering of gene expression and substitution rate with chromosome location ([fig. 1](#evs099-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and position within chromosomes ([supplementary figs. S3--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online) are entirely consistent with delayed replication of secondary chromosomes in *Burkholderia,* as has been shown for *Vibrio* ([@evs099-B24]). With a single origin of replication per chromosome, smaller replicons are initiated later to maintain synchrony at the conclusion of genome replication, which reduces gene dosage throughout secondary chromosomes, including regions near the origins ([@evs099-B4]; [@evs099-B8]; [@evs099-B3]). This replication dynamic explains why expression is lower on secondary chromosomes even near the origins but especially near the termini ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). The strength of gradients in expression and substitution rates from origin to terminus should be generally correlated with the average growth rate of the organism, because fast-growing species require overlapping replication cycles to allow replication to keep up with growth ([@evs099-B11]). However, the genomes of some slow growing bacteria, such as *Mycobacterium* and *Chlamydia,* exhibit little or no gradient in substitution rates (d*S* in particular) ([@evs099-B21]), likely because replication is rarely limiting for growth and occupies a smaller fraction of their cell cycles. Consequently, these *Burkholderia* genomes exhibit obvious evolutionary gradients consistent with a history of periodic rapid growth.

Genomes have likely evolved to become ordered by replication timing on many occasions, some ancient. For example, the primary chromosomes of *Burkholderia* genomes share similar gradients in expression and substitution rate with their single-chromosome ancestors, reflected by extant *Bordetella* ([supplementary figs. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) and [S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) online). Such patterns also occur in *Vibrio*, which have two chromosomes, and their single-chromosome relatives, as well as in many other multipartite bacterial genomes ([@evs099-B3]). However, the evolutionary advantage of additional chromosomes beyond additional replication origins remains uncertain. These replicons could perhaps become test beds because they may afford a greater capacity for genes with reduced expression that may only be conditionally beneficial, but they may also become test beds de facto owing to reduced purifying selection. Nonetheless, this study demonstrates that the movement of genes between primary (larger) and secondary (smaller) chromosomes alters their expression and almost certainly the function of the organism, which can in turn be shaped directly by selection. Genes translocated from secondary chromosomes to the primary chromosome are predicted to experience increased expression and hence greater purifying selection, whereas genes moving from the primary chromosome to secondary chromosomes should experience reduced expression and potentially faster evolutionary rates.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) and [figures S1--S15](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evs099/-/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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